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Developing Your Relationship With God
Qualities of Divine Truth
Introduction
Who believes in “shades of grey” or “white lies?”
Emotional issues with quoting from the Bible
My experience with Pilate in the 1st century “The Truth will set you free!” John 8:32, John 18:33-38
Most people have an inbuilt desire for truth
When lies are presented, generally people have painful emotional responses
From the perspective of the Human Soul, all “truth” whether personal or absolute, is emotional

Personal Truth
Personal “Truth” is what we personally emotionally accept as the “truth”
Personal “Truth” can become Absolute Truth if we grow towards God
Personal “Truth” is often very limiting, and often binds or entraps us
Personal “Truth” is often error from God’s perspective, and is based upon fear
Personal “Truth” is emotional, and is painful to release if it is in error, pleasurable if truthful

Divine Truth
Absolute Truth is the Truth that only God has, the Divine Truth
Divine Truth or Absolute Truth has Qualities or Attributes
Anything presented as “truth” can be compared to these attributes to determine whether they are God’s Truth
Divine Truth enters the soul emotionally

Fear & Pain
The Truth ---- Fear scale
The Pleasure ---- Pain scale
The Desire --- Apathy scale
We only accept truth emotionally when our pain is greater than our fear
We can remove fear with truth
We can remove pain with emotional processing

Qualities of Divine Truth
Divine Truth Is Infinite
Eccl 3:11: “God has put time indefinite into our heart”
God possesses Absolute Truth, and since God is infinite, Absolute Truth is also infinite
No single creation of God knows all of the Absolute Truth, and never will
Step 1 Find the Truth about God and connect to God emotionally
Step 2 Find the Truth about myself and connect to myself emotionally
Step 3 Find the Truth about others and connect to others emotionally
Step 4 Find the Truth about the universe and be overwhelmed emotionally
Mat 6:33: “Seeking first God’s Love, all other things will be added to you”
Fear always wants personal “truth” to be fixed
Divine Truth Is of Itself, A Thing Apart, And Admits of No Variations Or Modifications
Personal “truth” is, and must be changeable, always adjusting to conform to God’s Truth
Fear always dictates to hold onto personal “truth” at the expense of receiving Divine Truth
God’s Truth is never updated, since it has been and will always be Truth
Once we receive God’s Truth into the soul, if it is the Absolute Truth, it will never need modification
Eg. Truth of Law of Aerodynamics, always existed, but man did not understand until recently
Divine Truth and Love Are Always In Perfect Harmony, and Without Truth, Love Cannot Be Complete
Any Love is not really possible without Truth
Divine Love cannot flow into the soul without being in harmony (in that instant) with Divine Truth
If Divine Love stops flowing into the soul, the cause is our being out of harmony with Divine Truth
Eg. The Holy Spirit, the conduit for Divine Love, is the Spirit of Truth
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Divine Truth Does Not and Cannot Compromise, Even For The Sake Of Peace
Since God’s Truth is unchangeable, God does not change it to suit men, even for the sake of peace
Bitter anger and hatred based emotions are caused by emotional opposition to Divine Truth
A person in truth will not compromise for the sake of peace, but will always be peaceful
To compromise would result in being out of harmony with Love, and therefore with Law
The presence of Divine Truth often exposes many unloving emotions in others
Eg. When sitting down and talking to a person with arm around them about their unloving actions
Divine Truth Itself, With All The Power And Knowledge That It Has As Its Foundation, Will Not Compel
A Man To Accept It Against His Will
We can make a personal stand for Divine Truth and Divine Love, but can never fight for Truth or Love
Due to the laws of Free Will, God will never compel a person to accept Divine Truth or Divine Love
Personal “Truth” is fallible, and often is “fought” for because of emotional injuries
Wars, hatred, envy, anger are all the result of a person wanting to compel others to accept “their” truth
If we fight for “truth”, we walk away from truth and love, and the more painful our life becomes
Divine Truth Will Never Accommodate Itself To The Beliefs Of Men
God does not change His Truth to suit mankind’s wants
Divine Truth can never be modified to suit what man believes
Eg. 6th sphere, still 1000’s of religious forms or worship of God
Men who want to hold onto personal “truth” do not really love God, or understand God
Divine Truth Results In Freedom
The Laws of Divine Love completely free a person from error, and therefore from pain
The Divine Truth sets you completely free
Often untruth causes us to stay in unloving situations (such as an abusive relationship)
Even death is not an obstacle
Eg. Divine Truth about death entering the soul emotionally
Divine Truth Results In A Fearless Existence
Fear is the result of a person believing lies rather than the Divine Truth
Eg. The belief in eternal torment for the wicked
Eg. The belief that I died for your sins
Eg. The belief in reincarnation Karma
Eg. The belief that we must remain loyal to a certain belief system
If a teaching prevents us seeking more truth, then that teaching is not in harmony with Divine Truth
Divine Truth Does Not Hurt Anyone Or Anything
The Divine Truth does not “hurt”, it is emotional error, lies and deceit that hurt
If we reject “truth” because of potential pain, we are choosing to remain in emotional error
Pain results from the exposure of emotional error by Divine Truth
If we release emotional error, hearing the Divine Truth will only bring us peace, happiness and bliss
Eg. A woman being told her husband has been sexually unfaithful
Eg. A person being told they are overweight
If we find the truth “hurtful” then we want to hold onto emotional error
We often feel the emotional pain of truth entering us, because of error we believe which hurts to release
Not being open and telling the whole truth always results in more harm and pain to the soul
There are emotional penalties for wanting to believe lies in order to avoid emotional pain
Divine Truth Does Not Allow The Lie, No Matter What The Price
A person in harmony with Divine Truth will not want to lie for any reason
If we want to lie for any reason, there is an emotional error within us that we are avoiding experiencing
A person living in Divine Truth will not desire to withhold truth from others
Eg. If I know my friend is sexually unfaithful in a relationship, but the partner does not know
Eg. If I know something that will help a person emotionally process an error and I don’t say it
A person living in Divine Truth will not make a decision affecting others Free Will
Eg. If I withhold Truth, I am making a decision for another person without them being aware of it
If we project unloving emotions at a messenger of Truth, then we will have additional emotional injuries
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The Individual’s Knowledge of Divine Truth Is Eternally Progressive
Since Divine Truth is infinite, and personal “truth” is limited, our knowledge will be eternally progressive
If a religious form tells us it is the complete truth, then it is automatically in error and out of harmony
Each person will grow emotionally, and come to accept new truth due to emotional error being released
Breaking The Law Of Divine Truth Results In Penalties
God has made laws for the orderly maintenance of His Universe
Penalties immediately affect the soul acting in disharmony with Divine Truth and Divine Love
Penalties result in pain and suffering of the soul, and affect the soul the instant a law is broken
All laws have penalties on the soul, whether visible, or invisible they will always be felt emotionally
Eg. Law of gravity
There is a Law Hierarchy, with the Law of Divine Love being the highest Law
Eg. Law of gravity, Law of aerodynamics
Personal “Truth” Must Be Faced Before Divine Truth Can Be Found
Personal “Truth” is a person’s emotions, desires, intentions, feelings and beliefs
If we refuse to feel personal “truth”, then we will never be able to feel Divine Truth
If our personal emotion is in opposition to Divine Truth, then we cannot feel Divine Love completely
Eg. If I believe myself to be worthless and unlovable
Eg. If I believe that I am better than other people
Eg. If I believe I can keep breaking Divine Laws without penalty
Eg. A person suffering child abuse who refuses to work through the issue emotionally
We cannot avoid the feelings of personal “truth” and at the same time receive the Divine Truth
Personal “Truth” Must Be Eternal Progressive
Personal knowledge of Divine Truth (which is emotional and experiential) grows infinitely
Personal knowledge of Divine Truth will always change (eg. experience of sex as we grow)
If we fear change, then we will always struggle with Absolute Truth, and soul progression will stagnate
Divine Truth Is Demonstrated By Actions
The truth about the condition of someone’s soul is demonstrated by their actions
Coming to know Divine Truth, will always result in changes to our emotions, intentions and desires
Eg. Woman being abused by husband would realize that he must not love her if he beats her
Divine Truth affects our thoughts and feelings, not just our actions
Eg. Anyone looking at a woman to have sex with her has already committed adultery in his heart
Eg. Person saying want to give up smoking, but continues to smoke, has no intention to give up
Divine Truth Is Felt, it is Emotional
Divine Truth cannot be intellectually accepted
Divine Truth is an emotional experience, which results in permanent change
If any “truth” requires us to be devoid of emotion, then it cannot ever be the Divine Truth
Eg. My sacrificial death paying the penalty for the sins of mankind
All the soul’s truth centers around emotions, desires, passions, appetites, and the love principle
Divine Truth centers around God’s Emotions, Desires, Passions, and Intentions, and His Divine Love
We can only analyze a “truth” with our feelings when we have cleared our emotional errors
Eg. I believe someone telling me the truth is being unloving, then I have another emotional error
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"Ghandi" 1982. Ben Kingsley
"V For Vendetta" 2005. Natalie Portman & Hugo Weaving (MA rating)
"Interstate 60" 2001. James Marsden & Amy Stewart
“The Bible”. John 18:33-38, Eccl 3:11, Mat 6:33
“The True Gospel” Padgett Messages. All Volumes.
“The True Gospel” Padgett Messages. Volume II, page 269. Apostle John “Important that man
must search and find the truth”
Reference: “The True Gospel” Padgett Messages. Volume II, page 337. Apostle John “Truth, knowledge and
love. How to solve the problem of what is true and what is not”
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